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God's Wisdom For Sisters In Faith
God brings wisdom through His Word to Sisters in Faith who trust Him. God’s Wisdom® for Sisters in Faith is designed to bring encouragement to women struggling with the cares and demands of life. Cameo writings compiled by respected African American writers Michele Clark Jenkins and Stephanie Perry Moore, this devotional features content from the Sisters in Faith Devotional Bible, as well as Scripture readings designed to fill women with God’s abundant peace. The book is divided into eight sections that address topics such as abiding in God’s love, being anxious for nothing, praying for one another, and developing strength for the journey.
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Customer Reviews
Sisters in faith is a wonderful reading and example book for women in general. When you read this book with an open heart and are willing to be the kind of sister Christ want us to be to each other, our personal world, including work, family, friends. and self, will find a better place of peace and joy.

"She Speaks"was given to me as a gift for my birthday, I enjoyed it so much that I decided to order this one.

great book
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